
New  
AltroBead™ 
Technology
Giving a unique,  
soft and domestic look!

Altro Pisces™

Wet environment safety flooring for shoes and bare feet;

all the benefits of Altro safety flooring with the look and feel of home

www.altro.co.uk



Introducing our unique AltroBead 
Technology
Altro Pisces is the first safety flooring to be developed with 

AltroBead Technology. For each of the 16 shades, tiny beads in 

three carefully selected hues are blended and evenly distributed into 

the flooring on top of the base colour. The result is the consistent, 

soft appearance that you would expect and want from domestic 

interiors. The subtle blend of four colours in each shade makes 

matching or choosing walls and fixtures much easier and allows a 

different, and more personal, touch within block accommodation, 

even if the same flooring is chosen for each.

Uncompromising performance
The beauty of Altro Pisces is that it allows you to bridge the gap 

between 

high-performance safety  
flooring and demands for 
domestic-style flooring. 

Altro Pisces’ nature-inspired shades and soft finish give a high-end 

look for spas and residential use where people want to feel relaxed 

and not conscious of the fact they’re walking on safety flooring; it 

shouldn’t cross their minds. Altro Pisces enables people to take their 

safety for granted. This also makes it the perfect choice for home 

adaptations, where keeping vulnerable users and their carers safe 

is paramount. Being able to put Altro safety flooring into a home 

environment helps maintain independence, playing a role in keeping 

someone in their own home for as long as possible. 

To make it easier for carers and cleaning teams, Altro Pisces 

contains Altro Easyclean Maxis PUR™ Technology so cleaning is an 

easier and quicker job.

Superior slip resistance
Altro Pisces provides slip-resistance of one in a million against 

common contaminants found in wet environments including 

shampoo, conditioner and shower gel**.  

It provides a high level of slip resistance whether wet or dry, putting 

less pressure on maintenance teams to keep the flooring dry. 

This means that carers can focus on bathing, drying and dressing 

residents without having to worry about them or their patient 

slipping.

With the product durability you would expect from Altro, Altro 

Pisces maintains its slip-resistance throughout its lifetime, making 

it resistant to wear and tear from shoes yet developed to go easy on 

bare feet.   

** Sliders 96 (shoes) and 55 (bare feet)

Creating homes from home
Expectations for environments where people live, such 

as care homes and student accommodation, are at an 

all-time high from those paying to be there. Cold, clinical 

accommodation is no longer acceptable; looks really 

do matter. For those providing the accommodation, 

particularly when it comes to wet environments, safety 

remains a top priority. With a Pendulum Test Value (PTV) 

of ≥50*, a soft-look finish and 16 attractive shades, 

Altro Pisces brings together 
the best of both worlds.

* Slider 96 (shoes)



Colours can spark a  
range of emotions.  

Altro Pisces’ shades have been developed with 

comfort, warmth and relaxation in mind to make  

the bathing experience more enjoyable and avoiding 

the clinical feel that some home-from-home  

environments create. Inspired by nature, the 

16 appealing tones offer design choice without 

compromising on safety.

Warming hues 
Create comfort with yellows, red and browns

Lighthouse SB2001
WR291 / A1M01 / LRV 70

Jellyfish SB2005
WR388 / A1M388 / LRV 46

Porthole SB2007
WR390 / A1M390 / LRV 30

Anchor SB2008
WR391 / A1M82 / LRV 16

Timeless shades
Convey neutrality, cleanliness and class with white and greys

Driftwood SB2004
WR387 / A1M387 / LRV 32

Breakwater SB2003
WR386 / A1M20 / LRV 42

Shoreline SB2006
WR389 / A1M389 / LRV 38

Fisherman SB2009
WR392 / A1M392 / LRV 48

Cuttlefish SB2002
WR385 / A1M385 / LRV 50

Starfish SB2010
WR393 / A1M393 / LRV 21



Typical applications: 

Bathrooms. Showers. Wet environments in social 

care; home adaptations, social housing. Student 

accommodation. Swimming pool surrounds. Saunas. 

Spas. Changing rooms†. 

Specialist products for specialist solutions

For detailed information about choosing, installing and  

maintaining solutions for wet environments, we have further 

guidance on our website.

Please visit www.altro.co.uk/Altro-Pisces to find out more.

† In changing rooms where spikes and studs are used, we recommend  

Altro Atlas™ 40

Relaxing tones 
Soothe and calm with blues, green and purples

Seahorse SB2011
WR394 / A1M394 / LRV 47

Houseboat SB2015
WR398 / A1M398 / LRV 25

Sea Urchin SB2014
WR397 / A1M397 / LRV 34

Deckchair SB2013
WR396 / A1M396 / LRV 50

Beach Hut SB2012
WR395 / A1M395 / LRV 37

Windbreak SB2016
WR399 / A1M399 / LRV 38

WR = weld rod, A1M = mastic,  

LRV = light reflectance value



Recofloor
Vinyl Take-Back Scheme

TM

A complete solution
Altro Pisces has been designed to fit perfectly with Altro Whiterock 

hygienic wall cladding, forming a sealed, watertight system 

for enhanced safety and hygiene. Combined with the smooth 

appearance of Altro Whiterock Satins or Altro Whiterock Digiclad, 

it creates an impressive high-end look and allows tailored designs, 

resulting in exactly the look and feel required.

Looks great with:

• Altro Whiterock White™

• Altro Whiterock Satins™

• Altro Whiterock Chameleon™

• Altro Whiterock Digiclad™

• Altro Suprema™

• Altro Wood Safety™

For specialist locations such as kitchens, canteens and food 

preparation areas, where grease, oils or fats may be present,  

we recommend Altro Stronghold™ 30. 

Sustainability 

In line with our commitment to sustainability, Altro Pisces is 

manufactured using responsibly sourced materials. It is 100% 

recyclable post-installation which means any off-cuts can be 

recycled through the Recofloor™ scheme. Clean off-cuts can be 

collected free of charge from dedicated collection sites around 

the UK and sent to be recycled into other PVC products, reducing 

waste sent to landfill. 

For more information about Altro’s recycling initiatives, please 

see www.altro.co.uk/recycling



Follow us:

Due to Altro’s continual innovation and product development, please consult www.altro.co.uk or your local Sales Consultant for the latest product range information.
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